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If you ally infatuation such a referred When Genius Failed
The Rise And Fall Of Long Term Capital Management Roger
Lowenstein books that will have the funds for you worth, get
the totally best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you want to witty books, lots of
novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are
afterward launched, from best seller to one of the most
current released.

You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections
When Genius Failed The Rise And Fall Of Long Term Capital
Management Roger Lowenstein that we will totally offer. It
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is not almost the costs. Its practically what you habit
currently. This When Genius Failed The Rise And Fall Of Long
Term Capital Management Roger Lowenstein, as one of the most
committed sellers here will unquestionably be in the middle
of the best options to review.

Origins of the Crash McClelland &
Stewart
One of the biggest questions of the
financial crisis has not been answered
until now: What happened at Lehman

Brothers and why was it allowed to fail,
with aftershocks that rocked the global
economy? In this news-making, often
astonishing book, a former Lehman
Brothers Vice President gives us the
straight answers—right from the belly of
the beast. In A Colossal Failure of
Common Sense, Larry McDonald, a Wall
Street insider, reveals, the culture and
unspoken rules of the game like no book
has ever done. The book is couched in the
very human story of Larry McDonald’s
Horatio Alger-like rise from a
Massachusetts “gateway to nowhere”
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housing project to the New York
headquarters of Lehman Brothers, home
of one of the world’s toughest trading
floors. We get a close-up view of the
participants in the Lehman collapse,
especially those who saw it coming with a
helpless, angry certainty. We meet the
Brahmins at the top, whose reckless, pedal-
to-the-floor addiction to growth finally
demolished the nation’ s oldest
investment bank. The Wall Street we
encounter here is a ruthless place, where
brilliance, arrogance, ambition, greed,
capacity for relentless toil, and other
human traits combine in a potent mix that
sometimes fuels prosperity but
occasionally destroys it. The full
significance of the dissolution of Lehman
Brothers remains to be measured. But this
much is certain: it was a devastating blow
to America’s—and the world’s—financial

system. And it need not have happened.
This is the story of why it did.
Buffett Penguin
The intimate, fly-on-the wall tale of the decline
and fall of an America icon With one notable
exception, the firms that make up what we know
as Wall Street have always been part of an inbred,
insular culture that most people only vaguely
understand. The exception was Merrill Lynch, a
firm that revolutionized the stock market by
bringing Wall Street to Main Street, setting up
offices in far-flung cities and towns long ignored
by the giants of finance. With its “thundering
herd” of financial advisers, perhaps no other
business, whether in financial services or
elsewhere, so epitomized the American spirit.
Merrill Lynch was not only “bullish on
America,” it was a big reason why so many
average Americans were able to grow wealthy by
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investing in the stock market. Merrill Lynch was an
icon. Its sudden decline, collapse, and sale to
Bank of America was a shock. How did it happen?
Why did it happen? And what does this story of
greed, hubris, and incompetence tell us about the
culture of Wall Street that continues to this day
even though it came close to destroying the
American economy? A culture in which the CEO
of a firm losing $28 billion pushes hard to be paid
a $25 million bonus. A culture in which two
Merrill Lynch executives are guaranteed bonuses
of $30 million and $40 million for four months’
work, even while the firm is struggling to reduce
its losses by firing thousands of employees. Based
on unparalleled sources at both Merrill Lynch and
Bank of America, Greg Farrell’s Crash of the
Titans is a Shakespearean saga of three flawed
masters of the universe. E. Stanley O’Neal,
whose inspiring rise from the segregated South to

the corner office of Merrill Lynch—where he
engineered a successful turnaround—was undone
by his belief that a smooth-talking salesman could
handle one of the most difficult jobs on Wall
Street. Because he enjoyed O’Neal’s support,
this executive was allowed to build up an
astonishing $30 billion position in CDOs on the
firm’s balance sheet, at a time when all other
Wall Street firms were desperately trying to exit
the business. After O’Neal comes John Thain,
the cerebral, MIT-educated technocrat whose
rescue of the New York Stock Exchange earned
him the nickname “Super Thain.” He was
hired to save Merrill Lynch in late 2007, but his
belief that the markets would rebound led him to
underestimate the depth of Merrill’s problems.
Finally, we meet Bank of America CEO Ken
Lewis, a street fighter raised barely above the
poverty line in rural Georgia, whose “my way or
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the highway” management style suffers fools
more easily than potential rivals, and who made a
$50 billion commitment over a September
weekend to buy a business he really didn’t
understand, thus jeopardizing his own institution.
The merger itself turns out to be a bizarre
combination of cultures that blend like oil and
water, where slick Wall Street bankers suddenly
find themselves reporting to a cast of characters
straight out of the Beverly Hillbillies. BofA’s
inbred culture, which perceived New York banks
its enemies, was based on loyalty and a good-
ol’-boy network in which competence played
second fiddle to blind obedience. Crash of the
Titans is a financial thriller that puts you in the
theater as the historic events of the financial crisis
unfold and people responsible for billion of
dollars of other people’s money gamble
recklessly to enhance their power and their

paychecks or to save their own skins. Its wealth of
never-before-revealed information and focus on
two icons of corporate America make it the book
that puts together all the pieces of the Wall Street
disaster.

The Alpha Masters A&C Black
Charts are best viewed on a tablet. Picking
up where Liar’s Poker left off (literally, in
the bond dealer’s desks of Salomon
Brothers) the story of Long-Term Capital
Management is of a group of elite investors
who believed they could beat the market
and, like alchemists, create limitless wealth
for themselves and their partners.
My Life as a Quant Simon and Schuster
Tag along on this New York Times
bestselling “witty, entertaining romp”
(The New York Times Book Review) as Eric
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Winer travels the world, from Athens to
Silicon Valley—and back through history,
too—to show how creative genius flourishes
in specific places at specific times. In this
“intellectual odyssey, traveler’s diary, and
comic novel all rolled into one” (Daniel
Gilbert, author of Stumbling on Happiness),
acclaimed travel writer Weiner sets out to
examine the connection between our
surroundings and our most innovative ideas.
A “superb travel guide: funny,
knowledgeable, and self-deprecating” (The
Washington Post), he explores the history of
places like Vienna of 1900, Renaissance
Florence, ancient Athens, Song Dynasty
Hangzhou, and Silicon Valley to show how
certain urban settings are conducive to
ingenuity. With his trademark insightful

humor, this “big-hearted humanist” (The
Wall Street Journal) walks the same paths as
the geniuses who flourished in these settings
to see if the spirit of what inspired figures
like Socrates, Michelangelo, and Leonardo
remains. In these places, Weiner asks,
“What was in the air, and can we bottle
it?” “Fun and thought provoking”
(Miami Herald), The Geography of Genius
reevaluates the importance of culture in
nurturing creativity and “offers a practical
map for how we can all become a bit more
inventive” (Adam Grant, author of
Originals).
The Commanding Heights When Genius
Failed
For readers of The Smartest Guys in the
Room and When Genius Failed, the definitive
take on Brian Hunter, John Arnold, Amaranth
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Advisors, and the largest hedge fund collapse
in history At its peak, hedge fund Amaranth
Advisors LLC had more than $9 billion in
assets. A few weeks later, it completely
collapsed. The disaster was largely triggered
by one man: thirty-two-year-old hotshot trader
Brian Hunter. His high-risk bets on natural gas
prices bankrupted his firm and destroyed his
career, while John Arnold, his rival at
competitor fund Centaurus, emerged as the
highest-paid trader on Wall Street. Meticulously
researched and character-driven, Hedge Hogs
is a riveting fly-on-the-wall account of the
largest hedge fund collapse in history: a
blistering tale of the recent past that explains
our precarious present . . . and may predict our
future. Using emails, instant messages, court
testimony, and exclusive interviews, securities
analyst turned investigative reporter Barbara T.
Dreyfuss charts the colliding paths of these two
charismatic traders who dominated the

speculative energy market. We follow Brian
Hunter, the Canadian farm boy and elbows-out
high school basketball star, as he achieves
phenomenal early success, only to see his
ambition, greed, and hubris precipitate his
downfall. Set in relief is the journey of John
Arnold, whose mild manner, sophisticated
tastes, and low profile belied his own ferocious
competitive streak. As the two clash, hundreds
of millions of dollars in pension and endowment
money is imperiled, with devastating public
consequences. Hedge Hogs takes you behind
closed doors into the shadowy world of hedge
funds, the unregulated wild side of finance,
where over-the-top parties and lavish perks
abound and billions of dollars of other people’s
money are in the hands of a tiny elite. Dreyfuss
traces the rise of this freewheeling industry
while detailing the decades of bank, hedge
fund, and commodity deregulation that turned
Wall Street into a speculative casino. A
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gripping saga peppered with fast money, vivid
characters, and high drama, Hedge Hogs is
also an important and timely cautionary tale—a
vivisection of a financial system jeopardized by
reckless practices, watered-down regulation,
and loopholes in government oversight, just
waiting for the next bust. Praise for Hedge
Hogs “Regulators, legislators and judges
inclined to sympathize with the industry ought
to rush out and buy a copy of Barbara
Dreyfuss’s Hedge Hogs, a wonderfully
instructive tale about Amaranth Advisors. . . .
Dreyfuss, a Wall Street analyst turned
investigative journalist, not only plowed through
what turned out to be a treasure trove of official
records and transcripts, but supplemented it
with plenty of her own reporting. She manages
to organize it all into a tight, riveting and
understandable yarn.”—The Washington Post
“Clearly and entertainingly told . . . a salutary
example of how traders who believe they are

super-smart might be nothing more than lucky,
and how there is nothing so intoxicating as the
ability to speculate with other people’s
money.”—The Economist “[Dreyfuss] does a
great job of putting Amaranth’s out-of-control
trader into historical context, explaining the blitz
of deregulation that set the stage for someone
like Hunter to do maximum
damage.”—Bloomberg “The definitive take on
the largest hedge fund collapse in history . . .
You will not be able to put it down.”—Frank
Partnoy, author of F.I.A.S.C.O. and Infectious
Greed Named One of the Top 10 Business &
Economics Books of the Season by Publishers
Weekly
When Genius Failed: The Rise and Fall
of Long Term Capital Management
Currency
A financial journalist presents an analysis
of the stock market and economics of the
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1990s, examining the causes of the crisis
and discussing the collapse of Enron, the
dot-com bubble, and the accounting
scandal and Andersen.
Currency
Thousands of business books are
published every year— Here are the best
of the best After years of reading,
evaluating, and selling business books,
Jack Covert and Todd Sattersten are
among the most respected experts on
the category. Now they have chosen
and reviewed the one hundred best
business titles of all time—the ones that
deliver the biggest payoff for today’s
busy readers. The 100 Best Business
Books of All Time puts each book in
context so that readers can quickly find

solutions to the problems they face, such
as how best to spend The First 90 Days
in a new job or how to take their
company from Good to Great. Many of
the choices are surprising—you’ll find
reviews of Moneyball and Orbiting the
Giant Hairball, but not Jack Welch’s
memoir. At the end of each review, Jack
and Todd direct readers to other books
both inside and outside The 100 Best.
And sprinkled throughout are sidebars
taking the reader beyond business
books, suggesting movies, novels, and
even children’s books that offer equally
relevant insights. This guide will appeal
to anyone, from entry-level to CEO, who
wants to cut through the clutter and
discover the brilliant books that are truly
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worth their investment of time and
money.
Why are We So Clueless about the
Stock Market? John Wiley & Sons
A #1 bestseller from coast to coast, Den of
Thieves tells the full story of the insider-
trading scandal that nearly destroyed Wall
Street, the men who pulled it off, and the
chase that finally brought them to justice.
Pulitzer Prize–winner James B. Stewart
shows for the first time how four of the
eighties’ biggest names on Wall
Street—Michael Milken, Ivan Boesky, Martin
Siegel, and Dennis Levine —created the
greatest insider-trading ring in financial
history and almost walked away with
billions, until a team of downtrodden
detectives triumphed over some of
America’s most expensive lawyers to bring

this powerful quartet to justice. Based on
secret grand jury transcripts, interviews,
and actual trading records, and containing
explosive new revelations about Michael
Milken and Ivan Boesky written especially
for this paperback edition, Den of Thieves
weaves all the facts into an unforgettable
narrative—a portrait of human nature, big
business, and crime of unparalleled
proportions.
When Genius Failed Random House
Brand New for 2018: an updated edition
featuring a new afterword to mark the 10th
anniversary of the financial crisis The brilliantly
reported New York Times bestseller that goes
behind the scenes of the financial crisis on
Wall Street and in Washington to give the
definitive account of the crisis, the basis for the
HBO film “Too Big To Fail is too good to put
down. . . . It is the story of the actors in the
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most extraordinary financial spectacle in 80
years, and it is told brilliantly.” —The Economist
In one of the most gripping financial narratives
in decades, Andrew Ross Sorkin—a New York
Times columnist and one of the country's most
respected financial reporters—delivers the first
definitive blow-by-blow account of the epochal
economic crisis that brought the world to the
brink. Through unprecedented access to the
players involved, he re-creates all the drama
and turmoil of these turbulent days, revealing
never-before-disclosed details and recounting
how, motivated as often by ego and greed as
by fear and self-preservation, the most
powerful men and women in finance and
politics decided the fate of the world's
economy.
The Chrysalids Penguin
Once an obscure niche of the investment
world, private equity has grown into a
juggernaut, with consequences for a wide

range of industries as well as the financial
markets. Private equity funds control
companies that represent trillions of dollars in
assets, millions of employees, and the well-
being of thousands of institutional investors
and their beneficiaries. Even as the
ruthlessness of some funds has made private
equity a poster child for the harms of unfettered
capitalism, many aspects of the industry
remain opaque, hidden from the normal
bounds of accountability. The Myth of Private
Equity is a hard-hitting and meticulous exposé
from an insider’s viewpoint. Jeffrey C.
Hooke—a former private equity executive and
investment banker with deep knowledge of the
industry—examines the negative effects of
private equity and the ways in which it has
avoided scrutiny. He unravels the
exaggerations that the industry has spun to its
customers and the business media, scrutinizing
its claims of lucrative investment returns and
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financial wizardry and showing the stark
realities that are concealed by the funds’ self-
mythologizing and penchant for secrecy.
Hooke details the flaws in private equity’s
investment strategies, critically examines its
day-to-day operations, and reveals the broad
spectrum of its enablers. A bracing and
essential read for both the financial profession
and the broader public, this book pulls back the
curtain on one of the most controversial areas
of finance.
The 100 Best Business Books of All
Time Penguin
“Captivating . . . [Lowenstein] makes what
subsequently occurred at Treasury and on
Wall Street during the early 1860s seem as
enthralling as what transpired on the
battlefield or at the White House.” —Harold
Holzer, Wall Street Journal “Ways and
Means, an account of the Union’s financial

policies, examines a subject long
overshadowed by military narratives . . .
Lowenstein is a lucid stylist, able to explain
financial matters to readers who lack
specialized knowledge.” —Eric Foner, New
York Times Book Review From renowned
journalist and master storyteller Roger
Lowenstein, a revelatory financial
investigation into how Lincoln and his
administration used the funding of the Civil
War as the catalyst to centralize the
government and accomplish the most far-
reaching reform in the country’s history
Upon his election to the presidency,
Abraham Lincoln inherited a country in
crisis. Even before the Confederacy’s
secession, the United States Treasury had
run out of money. The government had no
authority to raise taxes, no federal bank, no
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currency. But amid unprecedented troubles
Lincoln saw opportunity—the chance to
legislate in the centralizing spirit of the
“more perfect union” that had first drawn
him to politics. With Lincoln at the helm, the
United States would now govern “for” its
people: it would enact laws, establish a
currency, raise armies, underwrite
transportation and higher education, assist
farmers, and impose taxes for them.
Lincoln believed this agenda would foster
the economic opportunity he had always
sought for upwardly striving Americans, and
which he would seek in particular for
enslaved Black Americans. Salmon Chase,
Lincoln’s vanquished rival and his new
secretary of the Treasury, waged war on
the financial front, levying taxes and
marketing bonds while desperately battling

to contain wartime inflation. And while the
Union and Rebel armies fought increasingly
savage battles, the Republican-led
Congress enacted a blizzard of legislation
that made the government, for the first time,
a powerful presence in the lives of ordinary
Americans. The impact was revolutionary.
The activist 37th Congress legislated for
homesteads and a transcontinental railroad
and involved the federal government in
education, agriculture, and eventually
immigration policy. It established a
progressive income tax and created the
greenback—paper money. While the Union
became self-sustaining, the South plunged
into financial free fall, having failed to
leverage its cotton wealth to finance the
war. Founded in a crucible of
anticentralism, the Confederacy was
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trapped in a static (and slave-based)
agrarian economy without federal taxing
power or other means of government
financing, save for its overworked printing
presses. This led to an epic collapse.
Though Confederate troops continued to
hold their own, the North’s financial
advantage over the South, where citizens
increasingly went hungry, proved decisive;
the war was won as much (or more) in the
respective treasuries as on the battlefields.
Roger Lowenstein reveals the largely
untold story of how Lincoln used the
urgency of the Civil War to transform a
union of states into a nation. Through a
financial lens, he explores how this second
American revolution, led by Lincoln, his
cabinet, and a Congress studded with
towering statesmen, changed the direction

of the country and established a
government of the people, by the people,
and for the people.
Lords of Finance HarperCollins UK
Since its hardcover publication in
August of 1995, Buffett has appeared
on the Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Los
Angeles Times, Seattle Times,
Newsday and Business Week bestseller
lists. Starting from scratch, simply by
picking stocks and companies for
investment, Warren Buffett amassed
one of the epochal fortunes of the
twentieth century—an astounding net
worth of $10 billion, and counting. His
awesome investment record has made
him a cult figure popularly known for his
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seeming contradictions: a billionaire who
has a modest lifestyle, a phenomenally
successful investor who eschews the
revolving-door trading of modern Wall
Street, a brilliant dealmaker who
cultivates a homespun aura. Journalist
Roger Lowenstein draws on three years
of unprecedented access to Buffett’s
family, friends, and colleagues to
provide the first definitive, inside account
of the life and career of this American
original. Buffett explains Buffett’s
investment strategy—a long-term
philosophy grounded in buying stock in
companies that are undervalued on the
market and hanging on until their worth
invariably surfaces—and shows how it is
a reflection of his inner self.

The Myth of Private Equity Simon and
Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A
former Galleon Group trader portrays an
after-hours Wall Street culture where drugs
and sex are rampant and billions in trading
commissions flow to those who dangle the
most enticements. A remarkable writing
debut, filled with indelible moments, The
Buy Side shows as no book ever has the
rewards—and dizzying temptations—of
making a living on the Street. Growing up
in the 1980’s Turney Duff was your
average kid from Kennebunk, Maine, eager
to expand his horizons. After trying – and
failing – to land a job as a journalist, he
secured a trainee position at Morgan
Stanley and got his first feel for the pecking
order that exists in the trading pits. Those
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on the “buy side,” the traders who make
large bets on whether a stock will rise or
fall, are the “alphas” and those on the “sell
side,” the brokers who handle their
business, are eager to please. How eager
to please was brought home stunningly to
Turney in 1999 when he arrived at the
Galleon Group, a colossal hedge-fund
management firm run by secretive founder
Raj Rajaratnam. Finally in a position to
trade on his own, Turney was encouraged
to socialize with the sell side and siphon
from his new broker friends as much
information as possible. Soon he was not
just vacuuming up valuable tips but also
being lured into a variety of hedonistic
pursuits. Naïve enough to believe he could
keep up the lifestyle without paying a price,
he managed to keep an eye on his buy-and-

sell charts and, meanwhile, pondered the
strange goings on at Galleon, where tens of
millions were being made each week in
sometimes mysterious ways. At his next
positions, at Argus Partners and J.L.
Berkowitz, Turney climbed to even higher
heights – and, as it turned out, plummeted
to even lower depths – as, by day, he
solidified his reputation one of the Street’s
most powerful healthcare traders, and by
night, he blazed a path through the city’s
nightclubs, showing off his social genius
and voraciously inhaling any drug that
would fill the void he felt inside. A
mesmerizingly immersive journey through
Wall Street’s first millennial decade, and a
poignant self portrait by a young man who
surely would have destroyed himself were it
not for his decision to walk away from a
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seven-figure annual income, The Buy Side
is one of the best coming-of-age-on-the-
Street books ever written.
Hedge Hogs Anchor
The most powerful force in the world
economy today is the redefinition of the
relationship between state and
marketplace - a process that goes by
the name of privatization though this
term is inadequate to express its far-
reaching changes. We are moving from
an era in which governments sought to
seize and control the 'commanding
heights' of the economy to an era in
which the idea of free markets is
capturing the commanding heights of
world economic thinking. Basic views of
how society ought to be organized are

undergoing rapid change, trillions of
dollars are changing hands and so is
fundamental political power. Great new
wealth is being created - as are huge
opportunities and huge risks. Taking a
worldwide perspective, including Britain,
where the process began with Mrs
Thatcher, Europe and the former USSR,
China, Latin America and the US, THE
COMMANDING HEIGHTS shows how a
revolution in ideas is transforming the
world economy - why it is happening,
how it can go wrong and what it will
mean for the global economy going into
the twenty-first century.
The Last Tycoons Harper Collins
When Vannevar Bush, Franklin D.
Roosevelt's chief scientific adviser, sat
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down in 1945 to write a magazine article
about the future, he had no idea what he
was beginning. Bush's vision of a
desktop computer that would contain all
of human knowledge inspired the
scientists who built the Internet. In the
early 1990s, when a British computer
programmer devised the World Wide
Web and an Illinois student invented an
easy-to-use Web browser, the Internet
was transformed from a scientific
curiosity into the biggest gold rush since
the Klondike. In Dot.con, John Cassidy,
one of the country's leading financial
journalists and a staff writer at the New
Yorker, relates the stories of Netscape,
Yahoo!, America Online, Amazon.com,
and other Internet companies, large and

small. In a lively and entertaining
narrative, Cassidy traces the rise of
Internet stocks and the development of
a populist stock market culture to the
end of the Cold War. He shows how an
unscrupulous alliance of entrepreneurs
such as Jeff Bezos, venture capitalists
such as John Doerr, stock analysts such
as Mary Meeker, and investment
bankers such as Frank Quattrone
helped turn an exciting technological
development into an unstable and
dangerous speculative bubble. Cassidy
doesn't restrict his attention to Silicon
Valley and Wall Street. He demonstrates
how many prominent journalists and
policy makers helped to expand and
prolong the bubble, particularly Alan
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Greenspan, the chairman of the Federal
Reserve. But in the end, Cassidy
concludes, responsibility for the Internet
boom and bust cannot be placed on any
one individual. It was a nationwide
epizootic that involved tens of millions of
Americans. And now that it is over, the
country as a whole is paying a heavy
price for succumbing to greed and
wishful thinking. An artful blend of
storytelling, history, and economics,
Dot.con provides the first complete and
authoritative account of the biggest
financial story of the modern era.
The Buy Side Harper Collins
Contrary to Hollywood mythologizing,
there are no wolves on Wall Street.
Ruthless, greedy, and power-hungry

individualists actually make terrible
hedge-fund traders. If you're going to
succeed in this business, you need to
understand not only how America's
financial markets work, but how being a
team player makes you the most
valuable asset to your company and
clients. In Bite the Ass Off a Bear,
investment professional Garth Friesen
reveals how hedge-fund traders thrive
by developing the interpersonal skills
necessary to act and react in a high-
stakes field with integrity, reliability, and
stress control. For aspiring and
experienced traders, having a strong
work ethic, persistent attitude, and
likeable personality are just as essential
as mathematical and computer acumen
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and will take your career further than
fabled lone-wolf tactics. With
indispensable information from a Wall
Street insider, this book will prepare you
for a challenging industry that's as full of
risks as it is of rewards. Garth Friesen, a
principal since 1998 at a well-known
hedge-fund manager at III Capital
Management, has served in multiple
capacities at the firm, including Co-Chief
Investment Officer. Garth has specific
investment expertise in numerous
markets, including fixed income,
equities, and credit and interest-rate
derivatives. He has been featured in
various media, including CNBC,
Bloomberg, and The Wall Street
Journal, among others. He served as a

member for five years on the esteemed
New York Fed's Investor Advisory
Committee on Financial Markets. Prior
to joining III Capital Management, he
was an interest-rate swaps market-
maker for two Wall Street banks.
The Quants John Wiley & Sons
Now revised and updated by the author,
"Buffett" draws on three years of
unprecedented access to Buffett's family,
friends, and colleagues to provide the
definitive inside account of the life and career
of this American original.
The Education of a Speculator John Wiley
& Sons
The retirement crisis facing America-and
the road map for a way out-from The New
York Times bestselling author of Origins of
the Crash In the last several decades,
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corporations and local governments made
ruinous pension and healthcare promises to
American workers. With these now coming
due, they threaten to destroy twenty-first-
century America's hopes for a comfortable
retirement. With his trademark narrative
panache, bestselling author Roger
Lowenstein analyzes three fascinating case
studies-General Motors, the New York City
subway system, and the city of San Diego-
each an object lesson and a compelling
historical saga that illuminates how the
pension crisis developed. Cumulative
retirement deficits are approaching $1
trillion, and Lowenstein warns that these
are only the first. Retirement pensions will
continue to be a critical issue as the country
ages, and While America Aged is the
urgent call to action and prescription for

reform.
Crash of the Titans HarperCollins
The ultimate behind-the-curtain look at the
hedge fund industry, unlocking the most
valuable stories, secrets, and lessons
directly from those who have played the
game best. Written by Maneet Ahuja, the
hedge fund industry insider, The Alpha
Masters brings the secretive world of
hedge funds into the light of day for the first
time. As the authority that the biggest
names in the business, including John
Paulson, David Tepper, and Bill Ackman,
go to before breaking major news, Ahuja
has access to the innermost workings of
the hedge fund industry. For the first time,
in Alpha Masters, Ahuja provides both
institutional and savvy private investors
with tangible, analytical insight into the
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psychology of the trade, the strategies and
investment criteria serious money
managers use to determine and evaluate
their positions, and special guidance on
how the reader can replicate this success
themselves. There are few people with
access to the inner chambers of the hedge
fund industry, and as a result it remains
practically uncharted financial territory.
Alpha Masters changes all that, shedding
light on star fund managers and how
exactly they consistently outperform the
market. The book: Contains easy-to-follow
chapters that are broken down by
strategy--Long/Short, Event Arbitrage,
Value, Macro, Distressed, Quantitative,
Commodities, Activist, pure Short, Fund of
Funds. Includes insights from the biggest
names in the trading game, including Ray

Dalio, Marc Lasry, Jim Chanos, Sonia
Gardner, Pierre Lagrange, and Tim Wong.
Features contributions from industry icon
Mohamed El-Erian Many of the subjects
profiled in this groundbreaking new book
have never spoken so candidly about their
field, providing extremely provocative,
newsworthy analysis of today's investing
landscape.
Too Big to Fail Gardners Books
Wealthy, powerful, and potentially
dangerous, hedge-find managers have
emerged as the stars of twenty-first
century capitalism. Based on
unprecedented access to the industry,
More Money Than God provides the
first authoritative history of hedge funds.
This is the inside story of their origins in
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the 1960s and 1970s, their explosive
battles with central banks in the 1980s
and 1990s, and finally their role in the
financial crisis of 2007-9. Hedge funds
reward risk takers, so they tend to
attract larger-than-life personalities. Jim
Simons began life as a code-breaker
and mathematician, co-authoring a
paper on theoretical geometry that led to
breakthroughs in string theory. Ken
Griffin started out trading convertible
bonds from his Harvard dorm room.
Paul Tudor Jones happily declared that
a 1929-style crash would be 'total rock-
and-roll' for him. Michael Steinhardt was
capable of reducing underlings to sobs.
'All I want to do is kill myself,' one said.
'Can I watch?' Steinhardt responded. A

saga of riches and rich egos, this is also
a history of discovery. Drawing on
insights from mathematics, economics
and psychology to crack the mysteries
of the market, hedge funds have
transformed the world, spawning new
markets in exotic financial instruments
and rewriting the rules of capitalism. And
while major banks, brokers, home
lenders, insurers and money market
funds failed or were bailed out during
the crisis of 2007-9, the hedge-fund
industry survived the test, proving that
money can be successfully managed
without taxpayer safety nets. Anybody
pondering fixes to the financial system
could usefully start here: the future of
finance lies in the history of hedge
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funds.
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